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Abstract—The computing hardware and software tools for
virtualizing and isolating execution environments have matured,
enabling a paradigm shift towards cloud computing and con-
tainerization. Unfortunately, the use of these technologies in
traditional computing is largely limited to servers and systems
administered by professional IT teams. At another extreme,
mobile device operating systems extensively leverage isolation
to prevent malicious activity from mobile applications. In stark
contrast, despite possessing the resources to support virtual
machines, traditional endpoint systems tend to have a single
execution environment for all of a user’s activity.

In this work, we explore the usability challenges that may
prevent widespread use of isolation mechanisms, such as vir-
tual machines, on traditional computing endpoints. We explore
systems using a common workflow, where a user wants to
experiment with a new software tool, to compare existing virtu-
alization systems and motivate a new design. We use keystroke-
level modeling to quantitatively compare systems and identify
optimization opportunities.

Index Terms—Usable Security, Isolation, System Sandboxing,
Usability Modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

Isolation tools can help contain risk to prevent malicious
activity from propagating across processes and systems. Vir-
tual machines and containerization systems are designed to
carefully manage and contain operating environments to en-
able independence from other computing activities on the
same infrastructure. This has enabled the cloud computing
paradigm [4] and was key to protecting mobile applications
in smartphones [37].

While isolation mechanisms play a significant role in the
cloud [33] and mobile devices [10], they are less commonly
used in traditional endpoint systems, such as desktop or laptop
computers. Instead, users of these devices typically have a
single execution environment in which assets and applications
can be intermingled and affect each other. End-users need a
way to divide their computation environments. Many users
must interact with tools and assets of unknown origin that have
not been vetted by their organization. They need the ability
to do so without risking every other asset on their system,
given the frequency of user-oriented cyber attacks. The recent

prevalence of ransomware attacks is an example, which has
resulted in a roughly $20 billion dollar loss in 2021 [35]. It has
also led to widespread damage to corporations, public services,
and higher education institutions [13], [18], [36]

End-users need to be able to use isolation techniques for
their work. A barrier to doing so could be the technical diffi-
culties and usability obstacles inherent in today’s tools, such
as the QubesOS [41], VMWare [1], and VirtualBox [34] VM
management tools. Prior work has found users often struggle
to understand and leverage security tools, especially when
interacting with multiple security domains [29]. Accordingly,
we ask the following research questions: What are the usability
challenges with existing sandbox and isolation tools? What
opportunities are there to improve the workflows related to
isolation, in terms of productivity and understand-ability?

To explore our research questions, we identify a concrete
workflow that leverages isolation: the creation of a sandbox
to experiment with a new tool or asset. We deconstruct this
sandbox environment creation workflow into key components,
such as actions and milestones, that are common across
isolation tools. We define these components and clarify their
relationships. We then implement this workflow in existing
virtualization technologies. We measure how well the existing
technologies work, identify improvement opportunities for the
existing technologies, and implement a front-end prototype
that incorporates such improvements. In doing so, we aim for a
system that will be significantly easier for end-users with less
complexity that will ask fewer questions, and will be faster to
initiate. The system will require a new design for this specific
workflow.

In this work, we make the following research contributions:
• Sandboxing Workflow Analysis and Standardization: We

explore the workflow associated with creating a sandbox
environment and the steps to implement the workflow
across different isolation tools. We identify and label
common actions and milestones across tools to enable
a common point of reference (Section III).

• Usability Analysis of Current Isolation Tools: We employ
the Keystroke Level Model (KLM) [11] to analyze and



evaluate the usability of current isolation systems. Using
our sandboxing workflow, we explore where specific
sandboxing tools have usability limitations and how
the tools compare with different workflow components.
We analyze and compare the results of four existing
tools: VMWare, VirtualBox, Docker [21], and QubesOS
[41] (Section IV).

• Prototype Interfaces for the Sandbox Workflow: We create
a prototype isolation tool front-end using Adobe XD [2].
In doing so, we aim to address each of the limitations
in current isolation tools. We evaluate our prototype and
compare its usability with existing tools, highlighting how
similarly designed tools may approach the sandboxing
workflow differently (Section V).

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We review prior work in security isolation tools, usable
security, and usability metrics. We examine prior work to
improve existing tool workflows.

The security advantages of sandboxing tools are well es-
tablished across a wide range of systems [5], [6], [9], [14],
[17], [32]. From a usability perspective, endpoint sandboxing
can be transparent in cases, such as the Microsoft Windows
Sandboxing feature analyzed by Ðuranec et al. [42], or the
OS X Chromium-based sandbox Seatbelt [40]. However, the
overall adoption of endpoint sandboxing remains low [19],
[41]. The Qubes OS is an example operating system designed
for endpoints to isolate applications into different zones of
trust. Qubes reported just under 40,000 users at the begin-
ning of 2023 [41], which is significantly lower than Linux
distributions without isolation. Since these technologies are
proven to increase end user security, adoption hurdles such as
usability may be an issue. We consider Gligor’s [15] insights
into functionality often coming at the cost of usability; we
explore the issue of sandbox usability with a goal of retaining
functionality while resolving usability challenges.

The importance of usability as a security consideration
has been noted across a range of analyses [7], [24], [38].
The usability hurdles in sandboxing workflows are not often
discussed; however, they have been noted in several works.
In SAFE-OS [29], the authors design and implement a sand-
boxing system that adds several feautures identified as lacking
in Qubes, such as VM specialization. They also design a user
interface built to emulate a traditional desktop, noting usability
concerns in Qubes. Sun et al. [39] observe usability challenges
in both configurational complexity and end user comprehen-
sibility in existing VM provisioning systems. They provide a
web-based provisioning tool to automate environment creation
via an XML file. In a similar vein, Huang et al. [20] note con-
figurational challenges with virtualized network infrastructure
and propose a Package Virtual Network hypervisor to deploy
virtual networks dynamically. Our approach focuses on using
specific usability modeling techniques to identify and resolve
sandbox usability issues.

The research community has explored ways to evaluate the
usability performance of user interfaces. This has resulted

in models such as the goals, operators, methods, and selec-
tion rules model (GOMS) [27], as well as other evaluations
and proposed standards [22], [23]. Keystroke level modeling
(KLM), a successor of the GOMS model, has been widespread
in system usability evaluations since Card et al. [11] pioneered
the approach. It enables system evaluators to decompose and
label user tasks as well as quantify usability performance.
KLM generates strings that offer algorithmically computable
estimations for the times required for task completion [3].
These strings may then be used as baseline estimates for
usability of systems. KLM has seen positive evaluations of
its accuracy and value to system designers [3], [25], as well
as usage across platform interfaces [12], [30]. We draw upon
these use cases in designing our own procedures for sandbox
evaluation.

Building on these insights, we explore usability in the
adoption of endpoint sandboxing. Taking modeling techniques
and applying them to sandboxing tools, we identify usability
limitations and build a prototype interface aimed at preserving
functionality and expanding usability.

III. CREATING SANDBOX ENVIRONMENTS

The goal of testing a new tool or exploring a data asset in
a safe environment may be common in computing [31], but
existing tools do not seem to have a standardized workflow for
doing so. These tools have specific actions, such as “create a
virtual machine” or “mount a shared folder,” that can be used
as steps in such a workflow, but they do not have a guided
process to unify the steps in this process. We explore the
components of a standardized workflow and how they apply
to existing tools that implement this idea.

Given the lack of standardization in sandboxing workflows,
we initially examine the steps needed for such a workflow
and design a tool-independent standard workflow that is com-
posed of actions, milestones, and intermediate states. We label
these components for future reference and analysis across the
tools we explore. By generating and applying such labels to
sandboxing workflows, we aim to identify usability challenges
with greater specificity to see the exact processes end users
may find difficult.

In Figure 1, we show the workflow for creating a sandbox
environment, with five distinct sub-workflows composed of
steps and actions. These sub-workflows and actions seem
common across the tools we explored.

When considering the workflow from a security perspective,
it is helpful to consider varying degrees of trustworthiness of
an environment. We declare that an environment is pristine
when it has been created using trusted media by trusted experts
following best security practices. For example, a “golden
image” is often used as the base image for the persistent
storage that will be used for computers or virtual machines.
Such images are created using trusted installation media (e.g.,
software directly from a trusted software vendor) for all
operating systems and software.

An environment can be considered contaminated, the oppo-
site of pristine, once the environment receives untrusted input.
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Fig. 1. The sandbox creation workflow can be divided into an environment
creation phase and an asset integration phase.

Untrusted input can come from untrusted installation media,
assets, storage, or network connections. An environment is
also considered contaminated if it interacts with any person
who is not a trusted expert following best security practices.

Organizations may perform vetting on a contaminated en-
vironment to reclassify it to a pristine state. For example,
after thoroughly analyzing all untrusted media or assets that
resulted in a contaminated label, an organization may accept
that environment as pristine and usable as a base image. Since
we scope this work to focus on the sandbox creation workflow,
we do not further discuss the reclassification workflow. Within
the sandbox creation workflow, the transition from pristine to
contaminated is unidirectional.

The sandbox creation workflow begins with trusted media
to construct a base image. With virtual machines, operating
system installation media is used to format and populate an
otherwise empty disk image. Once the installation is complete,
the environment can be halted. At that point, the populated
disk image can be used as a base image, a template that is
copied each time a new environment is created. We refer to
each copy of the base image as an “installation target envi-
ronment.” This target environment is what will be consumed
by the remainder of the sandbox creation workflow. The target
environment is pristine since it was created using trusted media
by a trusted expert.

Once an end user begins interacting with the target en-

vironment in production, it becomes contaminated. When
experimenting with new software, an end user will want to
transform the “installation target environment” by providing
untrusted installation media. This may require actions to
install the new software, including configuration after the
initial installation. The outcome is a sandbox environment.
Up through this point, the sandbox environment is created
without access to assets. It can interact with outside systems,
such as update servers, without risks to data confidentiality
goals (i.e., the only confidentiality risks are exposure of the
installed tools themselves). However, since untrusted media
could contain malicious software, organizations may wish to
limit the system to public network access and prevent the
system from accessing other organizational systems to prevent
threat propagation within the organization.

Once the sandbox is ready, we transition to the segment
of the workflow in which data assets may be introduced.
Once an asset is added, organizations must be careful about
their security goals, particularly as it relates to confidentiality
(e.g., preventing data leaks). The safest measure is to disable
network access for the sandbox and to prevent write access
to any storage devices (e.g., shared folders or mount points)
that are not fully contained within the environment itself.
The removal of write access prevents both confidentiality and
integrity security goal violations related to assets. While the
untrusted sandbox may maliciously alter or destroy assets
copied into it, these protections prevent it from harming the
original asset.

The next step is to optionally add assets to the sandbox
environment. This step may not occur in cases where a user
only wishes to experiment with new software. In the event
they wish to use existing assets, or to work with an untrusted
asset, the asset must be added to the environment. This can
be done via read-only shared folders or network mount points.
Many isolation tools provide such mechanisms for such data
sharing, but they may not default to a read-only mode. This
could lead users to unintentionally creating attack vectors
that would undermine their security goals. Once the asset
is integrated, the end user will go through a series of steps
to access the environment they have created. They can then
perform arbitrary actions inside the sandbox to achieve their
productivity goals. All outputs produced by the sandbox would
be restricted to the sandbox environment. Other workflows
could then be used to extract and analyze any outputs before
allowing their use outside the sandbox.

Not all isolation tools follow this specific workflow for
sandboxes. Some programs, such as Microsoft Application
Guard [8], implement similar workflows in the background,
potentially without the user knowing that sandboxing is in
use. This does limit the sandboxing to specific scenarios and
trust models. For the Application Guard tool, the applications
themselves are included in the trusted computing base (TCB).

Type 1 hypervisors are isolation tools that have fewer
dependencies in their TCBs, namely that of the hardware
and the hypervisor itself. Type 2 hypervisors, such as those
in VMWare, VirtualBox, or Parallels [16], have a host op-



erating system that must be included in the TCB as well.
Containerization isolation tools, such as Docker, have a similar
TCB as Type 2 hypervisors with the additional requirement
to allow the contained environment to directly interact with
the host operating system APIs rather than interacting with a
virtualized OS.

As a result of this analysis, we have identified the following
workflow components:

• Pristine Installation Target Creation: This component
is the creation of an isolated workspace that will serve as
the environment for a user to execute untrusted software
or work with untrusted assets.

• Insertion of Untrusted Media: In this component, a user
may optionally insert untrusted software tools into a pris-
tine environment. Connecting untrusted media removes
the environment’s “pristine” label.

• Software Setup/Customization: This component per-
forms any customization or setup needed to make the
software tool ready to run and function properly within
a sandbox environment.

• Insertion of Asset(s) to Target Environment: This
component allows a user to copy a data asset, or a set of
data assets, into the sandbox environment in a read-only
fashion. When assets will be inserted, the environment
must be configured to meet confidentiality security goals
(e.g., read-only interfaces, network isolation).

• Environment Use: This component is where the end user
accesses and operates the sandbox environment.

In the remainder of this work, we analyze isolation tools
along these workflow components.

IV. EVALUATING CURRENT ISOLATION TOOLS

With our sandboxing workflow, and the labeled components
of that workflow, we examine the usability aspects of current
isolation tools. Usability can be analyzed in a variety of
ways, including usage scenarios and user studies. As noted in
Section II, the usability community has developed techniques
to quantify the complexity of user interactions to enable
comparisons across workflows.

We focus on using the Keystroke Level Model (KLM)
approach to quantify the interactions with isolation tool in-
terfaces. With KLM, we can calculate a time estimate for
the activity required to perform a workflow in a UI. KLM
divides activities into five groups [12]: user keystrokes (K),
user pointing the cursor (P), user hand movements transitions
to/from keyboard and mouse (H), user clicking the mouse (B),
user mental preparation (M), and the system response time
(R). Since we are focused on the usability and complexity
of operations in the UI, we omit the system response time
(R) from our analysis. These operations can be concatenated
together into KLM strings. For example, the string “KHPB”
would denote a keystroke, repositioning a hand to the mouse,
pointing the cursor, and clicking the mouse.

We test four isolation tools available for end-users: VMWare
Workstation Player, VirtualBox, Docker Desktop, and the
Qubes OS. We examine the KLM strings associated with each

of the components of the workflow and with the string repre-
senting all the steps to complete the workflow. We developed
a keylogging program in Python to record our execution of
the each isolation tool workflow. As we perform actions, our
program records the corresponding KLM actions (e.g., button
presses, mouse clicks) and formats each action into a KLM
character. We use this program while executing the workflows
in each tool.

We then convert these KLM string representations into a
common unit, time (in seconds), to enable comparisons. Using
the same formulas outlined by Card et al. [11], we calculated
an execution time for each workflow. We use standard esti-
mation times for each KLM character, with K=0.28s B=0.1s,
P=1.1s, H=0.4s, and M=1.35s [28].

TABLE I
KLM ANALYSIS OF THE QUBES OS TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT

Aggregate Action Time (in seconds)
Mouse Mouse Hand Mental

Keystroke Button Point Moves Thought
Workflow Component T(K) T(B) T(P) T(H) T(M)
Installation Target Creation 2.5 0.9 9.9 0.8 5.4
Insertion of Untrusted Media 0.8 0.7 8.8 0.8 4
Software Setup/Customization 0 1.2 5.5 0.8 4
Total Time (Seconds) 3.3 2.8 24.2 0.24 13.4

In Table I, we show the outcome of the KLM calculations
for the Qubes OS as an example of the analysis. By analyzing
the KLM measurements by workflow components, we can see
which components require different tyes of user engagement.
From this, we can see that the creation of an installation
target takes the most time. We further see that the installation
of untrusted media requires a significant amount of mouse
activity.

A. Aggregate KLM Usability Results
Using these tools and methods, we ran an experiment to

identify usability challenges in existing isolation tools. We
conducted these experiments with the tools and techniques
outlined previously. We organized our cross-tool analysis and
task comparison by workflow component. This enables direct
comparisons of tasks such as creating environments or adding
newly downloaded software to them.

For each tool, we perform the entire workflow while running
our key-logging software to take note of all mouse clicks
(T(B)), mouse points (T(P)), keyboard strokes(T(K)), and
moving of hands between keyboard and mouse (T(H)). We
then add mental preparation time (T(M)) to each string, based
the set of heuristics outlined by Card et al. [11], after the
recording is finished. We then sum these values to create com-
pleted execution times for individual workflow component.
We omit system response time (T(R)) and we limit all text
entry actions to the minimum allowed by each system. This
produces an optimal scenario for each tool for comparison. We
then process these strings to derive execution time and other
significant values.

Our results show that some isolation tools struggle in
specific areas while others are more successful in those areas.
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Fig. 2. Environment Creation Workflow timing results

In Figures 2 and 3, we show the KLM execution times
by workflow component and tool. Both Type 2 hypervisors
tested, VMWare and VirtualBox, required significant user
time to create an environment, specifically the “Installation
Target Creation” component. In contrast, Docker, a container-
based tool, was faster for creating an environment, but its
command-line interface used a relatively high amount of time
to enable data asset movement. VMWare, VirtualBox and
Docker have high keyboard stroke (T(K)) measurements in
environment creation and configuration due to the need to
manually name environments and enter login information to
access environments after creation. Inserting untrusted media
and data assets into a target environment required higher
volume of mouse interaction (T(B) and T(P) scores) for both
VMWare and VirtualBox in contrast to the high keyboard
activity in Docker. This is due to the amount of pointing and
clicking required to manually select an asset from the host file
system.
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Fig. 3. Asset Movement Workflow timing results

The Qubes OS is designed for an isolation-centric endpoint.
It required the least amount of time for all the Environment
Creation Workflow components and on the Environment Use
component while scoring third in Insertion of Assets to Target

Environment component. Qubes resolves the high keyboard
interaction scores of previous tools with its UI design, but its
menu navigation can be complex. Users need to access a wide
range of menus to create the isolation environment. There are
opportunities to optimize this by merging tasks.

V. CREATING A NOVEL SANDBOXING UI

Based on the UI challenges with the isolation tools, we
explored a prototype implementation of an sandboxing work-
flow. We use the standard “Wizard of Oz” technique [26]
in which an interface is developed without a corresponding
backend implementation for usability evaluations. We create
an interface to simplify the sandboxing workflow. We use
Adobe XD, a user interface design and evaluation tool, to
create interactive mock-ups. In doing so, we keep in mind
the underlying actions that would be needed in a system to
implement the interface. In Figure 4, we show the interface
of our sandbox configuration tool, including all interactive
elements of the tool.

Fig. 4. Our prototype interface with all components of the tool displayed as
in the window.

Our tool simplifies base templates using a drop-down menu,
eliminating the need for file system navigation for template
selection for a sandbox. We use templates, rather than disk im-
ages or VM snapshots, to reflect a goal of reusing designated
trusted image sources with simpler terminology. Similarly,
we also designate environment identifiers based on the assets
and tools selected in the sandbox construction window. We
envision an environment organizational hierarchy using a tree
of images from trusted sources. For the end user, we provide a
software list, similar in appearance to the Qubes OS AppVM
creation tool, that allows users to further customize their
environment. We also offer immediate selection boxes for
installation media and data assets that users could want to
move into a sandboxing environment. By asking the user
upfront, we can better understand the user’s goal and generate
labels for the sandbox. These changes can simplify the entire
environment creation workflow as compared to existing tools.

For interacting with the environment, we include an in-
browser remote desktop window, similar to services such as
Microsoft Cloud PC [8]. This allows users to immediately
access a sandbox environment that is automatically named



and viewable upon creation, which simplifies the environment
entry workflow. The actual running system may be on remote
infrastructure or hosted locally. The Adobe XD tool enables
actuation of UI elements, allowing us to perform usability
testing in the same manner as with existing tools.

A. Novel KLM Usability Results

Our prototype leads to faster end-user interactions
for each workflow component. One component,“Software
Setup/Customization,” is eliminated altogether since the “In-
sertion of Untrusted Media” and “Insertion of Assets to Target
Environment” steps happen before the sandbox is created,
allowing the “Environment Use” step to automate any needed
customization.

Our decreased UI complexity leads to an average reduction
of 66.24% in the final execution time in KLM measurements
across all workflow components when compared with Qubes,
the best prior performer. While many underlying processes
are abstracted from user interaction within our proposed tool,
the core functionality of configuring and customizing sandbox
environments, and the capacity to name and enter them,
matches other tested tools.
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Fig. 5. Environment Creation Workflow with our Prototype

Our empirical KLM results show the specific areas in
which existing sandboxing and isolation tools have usability
limitation in an approach that identifies specific tasks and sub
workflows. We leverage this information in the construction of
our own proposed tool, aimed at reducing keyboard usage and
menu complexity. Upon further experimentation involving our
own tool, we note substantial reductions in KLM completed
execution times when compared with all existing tools. This
is done while retaining functionality from a user perspective
regarding sandboxing workflows.

VI. DISCUSSION

Existing isolation tools have usability challenges in several
workflow components associated with creating a sandbox
environment to test tools or data assets. When evaluated using
Keystroke Level Modeling, we see that the different tools have
varying strengths and weaknesses in their workflow simplicity.

We design a prototype UI to address usability challenges by
reducing workflow steps and interface complexity. Our custom
tool has lower KLM times than existing tools.

While KLM can provide important comparison points for
tool interfaces, it cannot fully capture the usability challenges
in these systems. The best-scoring current tool, Qubes, has
terminology and concepts that are specific to that technology.
While our focus was on workflow optimization, we also sim-
plified the vocabulary and used existing workflow metaphors
to aid end-user comprehension.

Future work in this space may include a working backend
infrastructure to support the prototype UI along with full
user studies. Future work could also examine implementa-
tions across endpoint devices, such as templates managed by
an organization and end-users that wish to share sandboxes
for collaboration. Finally, work could examine cloud-hosted,
locally-hosted, and hybrid-hosted isolation environments, and
their usability for end-users.
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